Thurrock - An ambitious and collaborative community which is proud of its heritage
and excited by its diverse opportunities and future

Extraordinary Children's Services Overview
and Scrutiny Committee
The meeting will be held at 7.00 pm on 25 July 2019
Committee Room 1, Civic Offices, New Road, Grays, Essex, RM17 6SL.
Membership:
Councillors Bukky Okunade (Chair), Jennifer Smith (Vice-Chair), Abbie Akinbohun,
Alex Anderson, Garry Hague and Elizabeth Rigby
Lynda Pritchard, Church of England Representative
Kim James, Chief Operating Officer, HealthWatch Thurrock
Nicola Cranch, Parent Governor Representative
Paula Robinson, Parent Governor Representative
Substitutes:
Councillors Daniel Chukwu, Steve Liddiard, David Potter and Joycelyn Redsell
Agenda
Open to Public and Press
Page
1

Apologies for Absence

2

Items of Urgent Business
To receive additional items that the Chair is of the opinion should be
considered as a matter of urgency, in accordance with Section 100B
(4) (b) of the Local Government Act 1972.

3

Declaration of Interests

4

SEND Inspection Outcome - Written Statement of Action

5 - 32

Queries regarding this Agenda or notification of apologies:
Please contact Wendy Le, Democratic Services Officer by sending an email to
Direct.Democracy@thurrock.gov.uk
Agenda published on: 17 July 2019

Information for members of the public and councillors
Access to Information and Meetings

Members of the public can attend all meetings of the council and its committees and
have the right to see the agenda, which will be published no later than 5 working days
before the meeting, and minutes once they are published.
Recording of meetings
This meeting may be recorded for transmission and publication on the Council's
website. At the start of the meeting the Chair will confirm if all or part of the meeting is
to be recorded.
Members of the public not wishing any speech or address to be recorded for
publication to the Internet should contact Democratic Services to discuss any
concerns.
If you have any queries regarding this, please contact Democratic Services at
Direct.Democracy@thurrock.gov.uk
Guidelines on filming, photography, recording and use of social media at
council and committee meetings
The council welcomes the filming, photography, recording and use of social media at
council and committee meetings as a means of reporting on its proceedings because
it helps to make the council more transparent and accountable to its local
communities.
If you wish to film or photograph the proceedings of a meeting and have any special
requirements or are intending to bring in large equipment please contact the
Communications Team at CommunicationsTeam@thurrock.gov.uk before the
meeting. The Chair of the meeting will then be consulted and their agreement sought
to any specific request made.
Where members of the public use a laptop, tablet device, smart phone or similar
devices to use social media, make recordings or take photographs these devices
must be set to ‘silent’ mode to avoid interrupting proceedings of the council or
committee.
The use of flash photography or additional lighting may be allowed provided it has
been discussed prior to the meeting and agreement reached to ensure that it will not
disrupt proceedings.
The Chair of the meeting may terminate or suspend filming, photography, recording
and use of social media if any of these activities, in their opinion, are disrupting
proceedings at the meeting.
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Thurrock Council Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi is available throughout the Civic Offices. You can access Wi-Fi on your device
by simply turning on the Wi-Fi on your laptop, Smartphone or tablet.


You should connect to TBC-CIVIC



Enter the password Thurrock to connect to/join the Wi-Fi network.



A Terms & Conditions page should appear and you have to accept these before
you can begin using Wi-Fi. Some devices require you to access your browser to
bring up the Terms & Conditions page, which you must accept.

The ICT department can offer support for council owned devices only.
Evacuation Procedures
In the case of an emergency, you should evacuate the building using the nearest
available exit and congregate at the assembly point at Kings Walk.
How to view this agenda on a tablet device
You can view the agenda on your iPad, Android Device or Blackberry
Playbook with the free modern.gov app.
Members of the Council should ensure that their device is sufficiently charged,
although a limited number of charging points will be available in Members Services.
To view any “exempt” information that may be included on the agenda for this
meeting, Councillors should:



Access the modern.gov app
Enter your username and password
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DECLARING INTERESTS FLOWCHART – QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF
Breaching those parts identified as a pecuniary interest is potentially a criminal offence
Helpful Reminders for Members




Is your register of interests up to date?
In particular have you declared to the Monitoring Officer all disclosable pecuniary interests?
Have you checked the register to ensure that they have been recorded correctly?

When should you declare an interest at a meeting?



What matters are being discussed at the meeting? (including Council, Cabinet,
Committees, Subs, Joint Committees and Joint Subs); or
If you are a Cabinet Member making decisions other than in Cabinet what matter is
before you for single member decision?

Does the business to be transacted at the meeting

relate to; or

likely to affect
any of your registered interests and in particular any of your Disclosable Pecuniary Interests?
Disclosable Pecuniary Interests shall include your interests or those of:




your spouse or civil partner’s
a person you are living with as husband/ wife
a person you are living with as if you were civil partners

where you are aware that this other person has the interest.
A detailed description of a disclosable pecuniary interest is included in the Members Code of Conduct at Chapter 7 of
the Constitution. Please seek advice from the Monitoring Officer about disclosable pecuniary interests.
What is a Non-Pecuniary interest? – this is an interest which is not pecuniary (as defined) but is nonetheless so
significant that a member of the public with knowledge of the relevant facts, would reasonably regard to be so significant
that it would materially impact upon your judgement of the public interest.

Non- pecuniary

Pecuniary
If the interest is not already in the register you must
(unless the interest has been agreed by the Monitoring
Officer to be sensitive) disclose the existence and nature
of the interest to the meeting

Declare the nature and extent of your interest including enough
detail to allow a member of the public to understand its nature

If the Interest is not entered in the register and is not the subject of a
pending notification you must within 28 days notify the Monitoring Officer
of the interest for inclusion in the register

Unless you have received dispensation upon previous
application from the Monitoring Officer, you must:
-

Not participate or participate further in any discussion of
the matter at a meeting;

-

Not participate in any vote or further vote taken at the
meeting; and

-

leave the room while the item is being considered/voted
upon

If you are a Cabinet Member you may make arrangements for
the matter to be dealt with by a third person but take no further
steps
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You may participate and vote in the usual
way but you should seek advice on
Predetermination and Bias from the
Monitoring Officer.

Our Vision and Priorities for Thurrock
An ambitious and collaborative community which is proud of its heritage and excited by
its diverse opportunities and future.

1.

2.

3.

People – a borough where people of all ages are proud to work and play, live and
stay


High quality, consistent and accessible public services which are right first time



Build on our partnerships with statutory, community, voluntary and faith groups
to work together to improve health and wellbeing



Communities are empowered to make choices and be safer and stronger
together

Place – a heritage-rich borough which is ambitious for its future


Roads, houses and public spaces that connect people and places



Clean environments that everyone has reason to take pride in



Fewer public buildings with better services

Prosperity – a borough which enables everyone to achieve their aspirations


Attractive opportunities for businesses and investors to enhance the local
economy



Vocational and academic education, skills and job opportunities for all



Commercial, entrepreneurial and connected public services
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Agenda Item 4
ITEM: 4

25 July 2019

Extraordinary Children’s Services Overview and Scrutiny
Committee
SEND Inspection Outcome – Written Statement of Action
Wards and communities affected:

Key Decision:

All

N/A

Report of: Michele Lucas, Assistant Director of Education and Skills
Accountable Assistant Director: Michele Lucas, Assistant Director of Education
and Skills
Accountable Director: Roger Harris, Corporate Director of Adults, Housing and
Health/Interim Director of Children’s Services
This report is Public
Executive Summary
In March 2019 the local area, including the local authority, the CCG, and schools,
had a joint inspection of special educational needs and disabilities (SEND).
The Inspection identified that leaders in the local area had not made enough
progress in the introduction of the reforms and as a result were issued with a Written
Statement of Action.
The following significant areas of weakness need to be addressed by the Local
Authority:




Inaccurate and incomplete records and ineffective oversight mean that
leaders did not know the whereabouts of some children and young people
and what provision they have.
Quality assurance is not rigorous enough to ensure effective governance and
oversight across the provision and services for 0 to 25-year-olds with SEND.
Leaders are reliant on working relationships rather than processes. Leaders
are over reliant on the limited information given to them by educational
providers about the quality of the provision they purchase.
EHC plans and the annual review process are of poor quality. The local
authority has no system in place to make sure that relevant professionals and
services are notified when EHC plans need reviewing or updating.
Professionals are not routinely informed of requests to submit written
information within specified timescales. Too often, EHC plans are out of date
and do not accurately reflect the needs or views of children and young people,
or the views of the families. The information from EHC plans and annual
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reviews is not used to inform the commissioning of services, particularly, but
not exclusively, for young people between the ages of 19 and 25 years.
To address the concerns outlined, Officers and a range of partners have been
drafting our written statement of action – presenting this at children’s overview
and scrutiny committee will ensure that we have enabled committee members
the opportunity to review and provide feedback on the WSOA before we
submit the document on 12 August 2019

1.

Recommendation(s)

1.1

O&S to review the written statement of action and provide feedback
before the document is sent for Ofsted approval.

2.

Introduction and Background

2.1

Ofsted require the WSOA to cover the areas that they identified governance
was highlighted as an area of weakness – to support this work we have
recently developed the following governance structure:-

2.2

Children’s Overview and Scrutiny – this will become a standing agenda item
throughout the municipal year and the WSOA will be reviewed by the
committee before being sent to Ofsted. The monitoring of progress against the
WSOA this will take place at all committee meetings.

2.3

SEND Development Board which is chaired by the Portfolio Holder for
Education & Health this will oversee both the WSOA and the wider issues
identified within the inspection outcome letter.

2.4

SEND Operational Group which is chaired by the Assistant Director of
Education & Skills and will oversee the operational management of both the
WSOA and the wider issues identified within the inspection outcome letter.

3.

Issues, Options and Analysis of Options

3.1

The Local Authority has to submit a WSOA by 12th August 2019 this will then
be reviewed by Ofsted. The WSOA will cover the three areas for concern
raised in the inspection and nothing more. However, other areas of
development are monitored through the SEND Development Action Plan.
Once approved the LA has 18 months before the local area is re-visited by
Ofsted on the areas outlined in the letter. There will also be monitoring visits
by the Department for Education Regional Advisors to monitor progress
against the WSOA.

4.

Reason for Recommendation

4.1

Children’s Overview and Scrutiny have a clear and accountable governance
responsibility around supporting children with additional needs – the standing
agenda item will enable committee members to be reassured of the progress
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and provide scrutiny in ensuring we are meeting the objectives outlined in the
SWOA
5.

CONSULTATION (including Overview and Scrutiny, if applicable)

5.1

Children’s Overview and Scrutiny Committee

6.

IMPACT ON CORPORATE POLICIES, PRIORITIES, PERFORMANCE AND
COMMUNITY IMPACT

6.1

This report contributes to the following corporate priorities:
- create a great place for learning and opportunity

7.

IMPLICATIONS

7.1

Financial
Implications verified by:

David May
Strategic Lead of Finance

Additional resources have been identified to ensure that we implement the
change programme that is being developed to support children with special
needs. This will be monitored alongside the written statement of action to
ensure that they have been targeted in the appropriate place to see improved
outcomes for children and young people.
In addition, the Dedicated Schools Grant in 2018/19 prioritised resources to
make permanent the additional capacity required to respond to the increase
demand in EHCP.
7.2

Legal
Implications verified by:

Lindsey Marks
Deputy Head of Legal

The Committee is asked to note the report content under the remit of the
Committee’s terms of reference and powers.
7.3

Diversity and Equality
Implications verified by:

Roxanne Scanlon
Community Engagement and Project Officer

Supporting our children and young people who have special education al
needs is a key strategic priority for Thurrock Council. The WSOA will look to
address the areas identified by Ofsted. It is important to recognise that we will
be undertaking work around a cultural change and the wider work around how
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we gather the voice of children, young people and parents and carers to
inform the cultural changes we need to action to ensure that we have an
SEND services that provides positive pathways around learning.
7.4

Other implications (where significant) – i.e. Section 17, Risk
Assessment, Health Impact Assessment, Sustainability, IT,
Environmental
None

8.

Appendices to the report


Appendix 1 – SEND Local Area: Written Statement of Action (Draft)

Report Author:
Michele Lucas
Assistant Director of Education and Skills
Children’s Services
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APPENDIX 1
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SEND LOCAL AREA
Written Statement of Action
Author: Michele Lucas, Assistant Director Education and Skills
August 2019
Version 2

1
Version 2 July 2019

APPENDIX 1

Introduction
This document outlines the commitment of Thurrock Council and Thurrock’s Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) to address the areas of
concern, which were identified in Thurrock’s Local Area SEND Inspection, which took place 4th-8th March 2019.
The document highlighted three key areas:
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Significant weakness 1: Inaccurate and incomplete records and ineffective oversight mean that leaders did not know the
whereabouts of some children and young people and what provision they have.



Significant weakness 2: Quality assurance is not rigorous enough to ensure effective governance and oversight across the
provision and services for 0 to 25-year-olds with SEND. Leaders are reliant on working relationships rather than processes.
Leaders are over reliant on the limited information given to them by educational providers about the quality of the provision they
purchase.



Significant weakness 3: Education Health and Care Plans (EHCP) and the annual review process are of poor quality. The local
authority has no system in place to make sure that relevant professionals and services are notified when EHC plans need reviewing
or updating. Professionals are not routinely informed of requests to submit written information within specified timescales. Too
often, EHC plans are out of date and do not accurately reflect the needs or views of children and young people, or the views of the
families. The information from EHC plans and annual reviews is not used to inform the commissioning of services, particularly, but
not exclusively, for young people between the ages of 19 and 25 years.

Our written statement of action has been produced in partnership with the Thurrock Council, CCG and Public Health to ensure that all key
partners are working together to address the weaknesses identified in the recent inspection. In addition, we have shared the document
with our Children’s Overview and Scrutiny board, young people, our parent groups, and a focus group of parents and carers recognising
the importance of shared ownership and commitment to children and young people with SEND.
The monitoring of this statement of action will take place on a quarterly basis with the Department for Education (DfE) and NHS England,
and implementation will be monitored and scrutinised through the Thurrock SEND Development Board which is chaired by the Portfolio
Holder for Education and Health. Our Operational SEND Group will oversee our work plans and monitor internal performance measures to
ensure we have a robust system of quality assurance in place.
2
Version 2 July 2019

APPENDIX 1

Key responsible people
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Portfolio Holder for Education &
Health (PFH)

Cllr James Halden

CEO Thurrock Council

Lyn Carpenter

Leader of the Council

Cllr Rob Gledhill

Portfolio Holder Children &
Adult Social Care

Cllr Susan Little

Corporate Director

Roger Harris

Assistant Director, &
Consultant in Public Health

Teresa Salami Oru

Assistant Director Education &
Skills

Michele Lucas

Director Children’s Social Care

Sheila Murphy

Strategic Lead Specialist
Provision and Senior EP

Malcolm Taylor

Strategic Lead School
Effectiveness and SEND

Andrea Winstone

Post 16 Service Manager

Kate Kozlova Boran

Strategic Lead Business
Intelligence

Jackie Groom

Assistant Director for Integrated
Commissioning for Children,
Young People & Maternity

Helen Farmer

Chief Nurse, CCG

Jane Foster Taylor
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APPENDIX 1

SEND Governance Structure
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APPENDIX 1

Written Statement of Action
Significant weakness 1: Inaccurate and incomplete records, and ineffective oversight mean that leaders did not know the whereabouts
of some children and young people and what provision they have.
Aim of this programme of work:
To ensure that the authority knows where all children are placed and the type of provision commissioned and that we apply processes to
confirm the quality of provision and the welfare of children and young people placed in different settings particularly those out of the
authority.
We will undertake a review of SEN, EHCP records and ensure that they are updated. This will be reviewed monthly by senior manager
and reported through our performance management framework to Directors Board and the SEND Development Board.
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KPI’s / Targets for assessing overall success of the programme
- All EHCP plans reviewed and quality assured to meet statutory assessment timelines
An accurate list of all C&YP with EHCPs:-

Where they are placed

-

Date the EHCP was reviewed and when next review is due

-

For those placed in residential /out of authority or home educated dates of the last monitoring visits to check welfare

-

Up todate information around children/young people who are “awaiting provision”

-

Clear processes in place to ensure we are tracking those that may be missing

Target:- The system at any time can produce this information readily.
6
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APPENDIX 1
Improvement Area

Actions

Success
Measure(s)

Lead

Governance
Forum

Realignment
documentation
has been
completed

New
Assistant Director
management Education and
structure is
Skills
in place

Timescale

RAG Progress Update

Management
Oversight:
1. Realignment of
Education and
Skills to
strengthen
management
oversight of
SEN:-
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2. To oversee and
quality assure
practice.
3. To monitor and
review the
quality of plans
and quality
assure the
review
timetable.

Consultation has
taken place
New Management
Structure is in
place

Review
undertaken
in 6 months
to measure
impact of
changes

Nov 2019

4. To oversee the
post-16 offer
and preparing
for adulthood
transition

7
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SEND
May 2019
Development
Board

New management
structure in place
with two additional
leads to ensure
closer oversight of
quality of provision,
operational
practice and post
16 offer.

APPENDIX 1
Improvement Area

Actions

Success
Measure(s)

Lead

Governance
Forum

Membership
agreed. The chair
of the board is the
PFH for Education
and Health they
will hold
performance of
SEND department
to account in line
with SEND Code
of Practice.

Board will
Assistant Director
receive
Education and
quarterly
Skills
reports on
the
improvement
journey of
the SEND
Service and
reports from
the work
streams

Timescale

RAG Progress Update

Governance
5. SEND
Development
Board
established
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Regularly
reporting around
progress against
the action plan.

6. Management
oversight:
Develop a
performance
management
framework to
enable the
SEND Board to

Working with
Public Health,
CCG and other
partners to
develop a
performance
framework that
will demonstrate a

Framework
developed
and
reporting
processes in
place

June 2019

Senior
Management Team
SEN Services

SEND
operational
group

Assistant Director
Education and
Skills

SEND
Quarterly
Development report
Board
provided
starting in
September
2019

PQBI Team

8
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SEND
June 2019
Development
Board

New board will
meet on 14th June
to oversee the
development of the
Written Statement
of Action

APPENDIX 1
Improvement Area

Actions

monitor and
challenge
progress

system wide
approach to
children and
young people with
SEND.

Record
keeping:

Review all data
currently held on
the system to
ensure it is
accurate.
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7. Carry out data
quality
assurance to
ensure SEND
data is accurate
and informs
understanding
of activity and
timeliness
(Data to drive practice
and performance)

Review current
arrangements in
terms of
integration for
Synergy, Liquid
Logic and ECC’s
Capita systems
with an aim of
establishing an
SEND data
integration project.

Success
Measure(s)

Lead

Governance
Forum

Reports in
place and
used to
inform
targets

Strategic Lead
Business
Intelligence

SEND
September
Development 2019
Board

An integration
project team will be
established.

Directors
Board

An options
appraisal is
currently in
development.

Options
appraisal
developed
and
integration
plan agreed

Assistant
Director/Strategic
Lead Business
Intelligence

October
2019

RAG Progress Update

A resource has
been identified to
drive up data
analysis and will
have a clear brief
on roles and
responsibilities.
Agreement has
been given to “go
off” Matrix to find a
suitable candidate
on an interim
9
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Timescale

APPENDIX 1
Improvement Area

Actions

Success
Measure(s)

Lead

Governance
Forum

Timescale

RAG Progress Update

basis.
Record keeping:
8. Progress the
Synergy Health
Check work
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Progress the
actions identified
for improvement
as part of the
health check in
light of the above
action – to provide
an integrated data
system.

Notes of
meeting and
updated
Synergy
documents

Strategic Lead,
Business
Intelligence

SEND
Oct 2019
Development
Board

Plan is being
developed to
support this work

Deliver Multi
Agency training to
support its use

Multi-agency
events
delivered
summer
term

Strategic Lead,
Business
Intelligence

Operational
Nov 2019
SEND Group

The plan will
include
enhancements that
make a difference
to children and
young people

Recruit additional
capacity to
complete Synergy
data quality
assurance audit

100%
Strategic Lead
SEND
October
Records are School
Development 2019
accurate and Effectiveness/SEND Board
up to date

Record keeping:
9. Research the
introduction of
on line EHCP
system and
ensure that it is
fit for purpose
Record keeping
10. Review all
current EHCP
plans on the
system
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This work is in
progress – we
have increased
short term capacity
in the team to
enable us to

APPENDIX 1
Improvement Area

Actions

Undertake an
audit of every
EHCP and
casefile to ensure
all records are
accurate

Success
Measure(s)

Lead

Governance
Forum

RAG Progress Update

complete this task.
Service Manager
Post 16
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Timescale

APPENDIX 1
Significant Weakness 2: Quality assurance is not rigorous enough to ensure effective governance and oversight across the provision
and services for 0 to 25-year-olds with SEND. Leaders are reliant on working relationships rather than processes. Leaders are over reliant
on the limited information given to them by educational providers about the quality of the provision they purchase.
Aim of this programme of work:(i) Ensure relevant governing bodies (eg SEND Development Board and HWB) have access to a range of indicators relating
to outcomes, service quality and performance to assess how well the local area is meeting the needs of CYP with
SEND
(ii) Ensure key services for C&YP operate within a newly refreshed QA framework
KPI’s/Targets for assessing overall success of the programme:-
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a) Developing a strategic data dashboard covering education, health and social care provision which includes outcomes and
indicators of service quality and performance for use by strategic managers and governing bodies responsible for overseeing the
provision of services of C&YPm with SEND and taking policy/commissioning decisions
b) Developing a QA framework for key aspects of service delivery with priority over the next 18 months being given to the following:





EHCP’s include the views, wishes and feelings of children, young people, their families and carers
EHCP’s are clear, concise, understandable and accessible
EHCP’s set out how partners will co-ordinate and work together to support the child, young person, parent and carers
EHCP’s clearly identify need and include specific outcomes
The framework will also be inclusive of those placed in independent/non maintained/residential settings and special circumstances.

c) Reviewing post 16 local offer and how it links into the adult social care transitional pathway.

12
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APPENDIX 1
Improvement Area

Success
Measure(s)

1. Quality of
provision – post
16

Review quality and
impact of all Post
16 provision

Post 16 training Service
is fit for purpose manager
and YP led
Post 16

2. Quality of
provision -

Deliver an
engagement and
communication
strategy as
informed by the
SEND JSNA. In
line with the
Integrated
Commissioning
Framework for
SEND, ensure all
commissioning is
co-designed with
children, young
people and
parents
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Actions

3. Quality of
Provision

Employ new Send
Inclusion Support
office with
Engagement and
Partnership as part
of their role to
develop new
relationship with
parents regarding

Lead

Strategic
Lead,
Specialist
Provision

Timescale

SEND
Operational
Group

Dec 2019

SEND
Feb 2020
Development
board

RAG

Progress Update

Review is being
undertaken
The initial
engagement work
with partners is
underway.
Initial planning of codesign of Integrated
Commissioning
process underway.
MT/HG to complete
link to JSNA

Engagement &
participation
plan developed
in partnership
with
parents/carers
and young
people

Strategic
Lead,
Specialist
Provision

13
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Governance
Forum

SEND
Jan 2020
Development
Board

New post holder
started in post May
2019 researching
current engagement
groups

APPENDIX 1
Improvement Area

Actions

Success
Measure(s)

Lead

Governance
Forum

Timescale

RAG

Progress Update

SEND/ to ensure
we are using the
feedback provided
to evolve our
quality assurance
framework
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4. Quality of
Provision

Review
Engagement
strategy with
CAPA to develop
greater reach of
service

CAPA Action
Plan

Strategic
Lead,
Specialist
Provision

SEND
Feb 2020
Development
Board

Initial discussions
taken place with
planning to increase
reach of service.

5. Engagement
with
children/young
people

New pupil/student
Engagement
Strategy and
Implementation
Plan to be
developed.

Strategy,
Engagement
Plan that has
been co
produced by
young people

Strategic
Lead,
Specialist
Provision

SEND
Feb 2020
Development
Board &
Thurrock’s
Youth
Cabinet

Initial scoping
discussions underway

100% of all out
of borough
provisions are
visited utilising
the quality
assurance
framework

Strategic
Lead,
Specialist
Provision

SEND
Operational
Group

New process of out
borough visits and
quality assurance is
being developed
linked to work across
other areas with the
Education & Skills
directorate

6. Quality of
Process of out of
provision- out of borough visits and
borough
quality assurance
of placements to
be strengthened
as a part of
commissioning
activity including
details in
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March 2020

APPENDIX 1
Improvement Area

Actions

Success
Measure(s)

Lead

Governance
Forum

Timescale

RAG

Progress Update

7. Quality of
Review list of all
provision- out of out of borough
borough
placements and
planning schedule
to ensure all
placements are
monitored annually
including quality
assurance
process.

List reviewed
on a monthly
basis – all out
of borough
placements will
be visited once
a year

Strategic
Lead,
Specialist
Provision

SEND
Operational
Group

Oct 2019

Initial out of borough
list has been
reviewed. Specialist
placement visits
planned one
completed.

8. Quality of
provision – out
of borough
Commissioning
of provision in
independent
NMSS

KPI’s
developed
linking with
national best
practice

Strategic
Lead,
Specialist
Provision

SEND
Operational
Group

Dec 2019

Review of National
Contract
specifications
underway

specifications.
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Introduce new KPI
monitoring
framework for all
independent
schools through a
commissioning
framework.
Develop new
monitoring visit
schedule for all
independent
schools and
implement
monitoring for
2019/20

15
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APPENDIX 1
Improvement Area

9. Commissioning
of provision

Actions

Success
Measure(s)

Lead

Governance
Forum

Timescale

Review of all
service level
agreements for
local provisions to
be carried out
ensuring all are
updated with
appropriate KPI’s
in place.

KPIs informs
information re
quality of
provision

Strategic
Lead,
Specialist
Provision

SEND
Operational
Group

March 2020

RAG

Progress Update

New SLA for inclusion
bases underway

A refresh of the
commissioning
process is underway
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Implement the
Integrated
Commissioning
Framework for
SEND.
10. Commissioning
of provision

All post 16
provisions have
gone through
commissioning/pro
curement process

Post 16 training
has gone
through
commissioning
process

Service
Manager
Post 16

SEND
Operational
Group

11. Effective
Governance

Audit of provision
to be reported to
SEND
Development
Board

QA of provision
has senior
management
oversight

Strategic
Lead
Specialist
Provision

SEND
July 2020
Development
Board

16
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Dec 2019

This is currently being
reviewed and a report
will be provided in
October 2019

APPENDIX 1
Significant weakness 3: EHC plans and the annual review process are of poor quality. The local authority has no system in place to
make sure that relevant professionals and services are notified when EHC plans need reviewing or updating. Professionals are not
routinely informed of requests to submit written information within specified timescales. Too often, EHC plans are out of date and do not
accurately reflect the needs or views of children and young people, or the views of the families. The information from EHC plans and
annual reviews is not used to inform the commissioning of services, particularly, but not exclusively, for young people between the ages of
19 and 25 years.
Aim of this programme of work
To ensure that the Local Authority and other partners produce a plan that clearly articulate the needs of the child/young person
having taking into consideration the voice of children/young people. Annual review to be completed within timeframes and
clearly reflect the views of children/young people, parents/carers and educational providers.
KPI’s / Targets for assessing overall success of the programme
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EHCPs:
-

Improved staffing capacity to meet statutory requirements
Strengthening management oversight to ensure that we are clearly sited on EHCP progress
Developing or revising the QA framework (to include practice standards and parent feedback and feedback from young people)
Training of staff: e.g.
(i)
caseworkers in the SEND team on how to successfully bring out the key point from specialist and other assessments to
ensure this information is an integral part of the Plan as well as being included in the appendices)
(ii)
social care staff
(iii)
health staff
(iv)
SENCOs

Increase in EHCPs completed within 20 weeks from the 2018 baseline
Increase in new EHCPs that meet standards established in the new QA framework (baseline date January 2020) when the QA framework
will be operational
% of parents/carers who report on the feedback form that:
17
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-

They felt fully involved in the process

-

They felt the communication was good

-

They felt the EHCP accurately reflected their child’s needs

-

They felt the outcomes were good

-

They felt the provision would meet their child’s needs

Feedback from education establishments:
% who felt the EHCP accurately reflected needs
% who felt the outcomes were clear
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% who felt the EHCP would improve access to teaching and learning and improve progress
Review of EHCPs
% of EHCPs that were reviewed within required timescales (baseline = % for secondary transfers, % of post 16 transfers, % others)
% of EHCPs finalised within 12 weeks of the AR meeting where the decision taken was to amend the Plan
% of parents/carers who reported that:
-

They were fully involved in the review

-

They were satisfied with the outcome

-

They were fully involved in the preparing for adulthood transition
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Improvement area

1. Quality of
service – review
of the post 16
local offer

Actions

Success
Measure(s)

Lead

Governance
Forum

Timescale

RAG

Progress Update

Identify LAs with
best practice in
SEND post 16
and arrange a
meeting

Strategy in
place

Service
Manager
Post 16

SEND
Operational
Board. SEND
Development
Board

Oct 19

A review is currently
being undertaken
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Work closely with
the Department of
Education to
identify area of
good practice
2. Quality of
EHCPs

Recruit to vacant
post – Tribunals
and QA manager
role –

QA work is well
managed

Strategic
Lead
School
Effectivene
ss/SEND

SEND
Operational
Board. SEND
Development
Board

Sep 2019

Advert to go out in
September

3. Quality of
EHCPs

Establish Quality
Assurance Audit
schedules to
include monthly
sampling of new
EHC Plans by
multi agency
group including

75% of plans
are judged to be
good or better at
audit in the first
year with this
moving to 100%
in year two

Strategic
Lead,
Specialist
Provision

SEND
Operational
Board. SEND
Development
Board

July 2020

Outline discussions
held with partners
regarding meetings.
Schedule of meetings
to be confirmed
starting t July

July 2021
19
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Improvement area

Actions

Success
Measure(s)

Lead

Governance
Forum

Education, Health
and Social Care
managers.

Timescale

RAG

Progress Update

2020
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4. Quality of
EHCPs

Key Issues report
to be circulated to
Operational
SEND lead
following monthly
audit meetings –
to inform learning
and development
for staff.

Plans are
improved and
they offer
opportunities for
engagement
with both
parents/carers
and children
and young
people

Strategic
Lead,
Specialist
Provision

SEND
Operational
Board. SEND
Development
Board

Dec 2019

Initial discussions
taken place

5. Quality of
EHCPs

Develop and
implement new
guidance for
completing all
sections of EHC
plans

Guidance
checklist, New
EHC plans
linked to the
national good
practice
standards

Strategic
Lead
Specialist
Provision

SEND
Operational
Board .SEND
Development
Board

Sep 2019

Research underway
on regional, national
quality assurance
checklists

Improve the
process for EHCP
annual reviews,
ensuring a

Quality
assurance
audits report on
improvements

Service
Manager
Post 16

SEND
Operational
Board. SEND
Development

March
2020

Initial review is
currently being
actioned

6. EHCP annual
review process

Strategic
Lead
School
Effectivene
ss/SEND
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Improvement area

Actions

Success
Measure(s)

Lead

system is in place
to notify relevant
professionals and
services and that
professional are
routinely informed
of requests to
submit written
information within
specified
timescales

to quality of
EHCPs

Strategic
Board
Lead
School
Effectivene
ss & SEND
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Improve
Information
process flow
between Health
and SEN team
7. SEND Team EHCP &
Reviews

8. Caseworker
development

The correct
professional
contribute
towards plans
and annual
reviews

Plans are
improved as
more joint up
information is
included

Timescale

RAG

Progress Update

Health/
Strategic
Lead
School
Effectivene
ss & SEND

Meet with each
caseworker and
manager to
identify
immediate and
long term training
needs

Improved
practice,
reduction in
complaints,
timescales met

Strategic
Lead
School
Effectivene
ss/SEND

Improve
Information

Plans are
improved as

Service
Manager
21
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Governance
Forum

SEND
Operational
Board. SEND
Development
Board

May 2019

Dec 2019

First 6 training
sessions planned - 1st
delivery 12 June then
every two weeks

APPENDIX 1
Improvement area

9. SEND EHCP &
Reviews
10. Practice
standards
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11. EHCP &
Reviews
12. Caseworker
knowledge and
skills

Actions

Success
Measure(s)

Lead

process flow
between Health
and SEN team

more joint up
information is
included

Post 16

Develop high
quality, effective
practice
standards and
processes and
ensure all staff
are trained

100% of emails
and calls are
responded to
within 5 days.

Strategic
Lead
School
Effectivene
ss/SEND

Identify an
external provider
to train
caseworkers in
specialist
knowledge.

100% of EHCPs
are fit for
purpose and
written in-house
and accurately
reflect the views
of CYP and their
families.

Develop and
deliver bi-weekly
training
programme for all
case workers,
managers and
admin

Reduction in
complaints

Timescale

RAG

Progress Update

SEND
Operational
Board. SEND
Development
Board

Oct 2019

Draft standards have
been developed.

SEND
Operational
Board. SEND
Development
Board

July 2020

Training in place

Service
Manager
Post 16
Strategic
Lead
School
Effectivene
ss/SEND
Service
Manager
Post 16

EHCPs reflect
accurately the
needs or views
of CYP /
families
22
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Actions

Success
Measure(s)

Lead

Governance
Forum

Timescale

Review current
processes and
development
improved
processes and
systems

Professionals
are routinely
informed to
submit reports
within
timescales

13. EHCP &
reviews

All caseworkers
to undertake
Nationally
recognised
qualification for
casework
training.

All staff achieve
L4 and are
better equipped
to undertake
casework

Strategic
Lead
School
Effectivene
ss/SEND

SEND
Operational
Board. SEND
Development
Board

July 2020

14. EHCP &
Reviews

Improve website
information with
clear processes,
timelines, lines of
responsibility
clearer

Reduction in
calls and
complaints re
communication.
Improved
customer
service

Strategic
Lead
School
Effectivene
ss/SEND

SEND
Operational
Board. SEND
Development
Board

Dec 2019

15. EHCP &
reviews

Case
management
process to be
reviewed and
redeveloped to
include the
outcomes of

Outcomes of
panels are
notified in a
timely and
consistent
manner.

Strategic
Lead
School
Effectivene
ss/SEND

SEND
Operational
Board. SEND
Development
Board

Dec 2019
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RAG

Progress Update

3 staff currently on
course

APPENDIX 1
Improvement area

Actions

Success
Measure(s)

Lead

Governance
Forum

Timescale

All departments
are notified at
the same time
and systems are
updated

Strategic
Lead
School
Effectivene
ss/SEND

SEND
Operational
Board. SEND
Development
Board

Dec 2019

Commissioning
team

April 2020

review are
managed via
emails and all
panels.
16. EHCP &
Reviews

Improve the
process for pupils
with EHCP new
to the borough.
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Service
Manager
Post 16
17. Feedback
informs the
Commissioning
of services

Develop a
systematic
process for
strategically
collecting
information from
plans and reviews
to inform the
JSNA and
commissioning of
services

Services
commissioned
meets the
needs of all
children and
young people

Strategic
Lead
School
Effectivene
ss/SEND
Service
Manager
Post 16
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SEND
Operational
Board. SEND
Development
Board

RAG

Progress Update

